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AWS Security Assessment
Assessing the security posture of an
AWS customer environment

Skaylink’s AWS Security Assessment evaluates the

security posture of your environment where you

have already implemented AWS solutions. Roles,

processes, practices, and the configuration of AWS

services are scrutinized within an agreed scope.

AWS Security Assessment is based on AWS CAF

(Cloud Adoption Framework) and covers issues

related to data protection, infrastructure, identity &

access management, event detection, and incident

response.

Comparable to a well-architected review (AWARE),

this is not an audit, penetration or compliance test.

The security assessment can be divided into three

main phases: interviews, gathering of technical

information, presentation of findings and recom-

mended actions.

During the interviews, information regarding the

operation, setting up, and maintenance of security

measures is collected verbally. Both technical and

organizational measures are taken into account.

Technical information is acquired using tools that

check the security posture in defined AWS accounts

with read access.

Findings from the interviews and the technical check

are presented to the customer, including recom-

mendations for action.

Taking a holistic view of security 

with AWS Security Assessment

• Skaylink has proven to be an experienced partner

within the regulated industry for more than twenty

years

• Our AWS security specialists have been audited

by AWS Professional Services and their perfor-

mance and experience rated as “bar raising”
• Skaylink is the first AWS Security Competency

Partner in the DACH region – Germany (D), Aus-

tria (A), Switzerland (CH)

• Skaylink is in close exchange with AWS Pro-

fessional Services and continuously improves the

security assessment

Work together with one of the first 

AWS partners

Your benefits

AWS Security Assessment corresponds to current

best practices and experience from AWS Profes-

sional Services and Skaylink. A wide variety of cus-

tomer experiences promotes continuous improve-

ment.

The participation of internal and external AWS

experts as well as further internal stakeholders

contributes to a comprehensive picture of the secu-

rity posture. The participants do not require AWS

expertise.

The customer is given the opportunity to exchange

information related to AWS security across depart-

ments and with a clear common goal and to improve

the security posture.

Do you like to discuss your questions with an AWS expert?

I’m glad to be of service: Nickolas.Webb@skaylink.com


